Despite the industrial success of clamp-on ultrasonic flowmeters for liquid measurement, it has long been accepted as if it were a fundamental limit imposed by nature, that this technology could not be used to measure the flow of gases in metal pipes.

The incorrect conclusion, that clamp-on gas flow metering is impossible, developed because the acoustic impedance of gases, even at pressure, is much less than the acoustic impedance of metals. This fact, reinforced with the knowledge that attenuation in most gases is much greater than in common liquids at the same frequency, led to a belief that virtually no useful amount of ultrasonic energy can be transmitted from the pipe into the gas, and then back out of the gas through the metal pipe and into the receiving transducer. Along with this assessment of what was thought to be a negligible amount of sound intensity surviving to the receiver, is the further problem of a relatively strong coherent interfering wave traveling through the pipe wall into the receiver.

Together, these factors led many to conclude that the signal-to-noise ratio would be so low as to be useless, especially if it is
Field Testing

A prototype flowmeter was built and tested in August 2000 at a major petrochemical production facility in the Netherlands. These initial field tests were performed on air flowing in a large number of steel pipes ranging in size from 3-inch to 8-inch at pressure from 6 to 12 bar. The customer needed a measurement survey to determine compressed air usage throughout the facility. Nearly 100 measurements were successfully made in total on different pipes.

This early trial provided results to show the viability of the technology in an uncontrolled field environment. The facility was rather old, and the pipes were in relatively poor condition and at lower than expected pressure. Despite the difficult conditions, the prototype meter worked as desired, and an estimation of the accuracy of the meter was above expectations and well within the customer’s requirements.

Another test was performed in November 2000 on a natural gas transmission pipeline at a customer location in the western United States (see Figure 2). The sour natural gas in this case, containing 12 percent H2S, was corrosive enough to require an Inconel liner inside the 10-inch, Schedule 40 carbon steel pipeline. The Inconel liner posed a problem because it was not mechanically bonded to the carbon steel pipe wall. The interface between the carbon steel pipe and the Inconel liner was too acoustically reflective to pass the ultrasonic signals through.

Located near a well head were an expansion loop and a short section of solid, straight 6-inch Inconel pipe, approximately 12 inches long. The straight pipe section was long enough to mount the transducers and clamp, but the amount of straight pipe run was much less than needed for the flow profile to develop fully for best measurement accuracy. Once installed and adjusted for supercompressibility at a pipeline pressure of 1,300 psi, however, the clamp-on flowmeter closely tracked the field meter reading of approximately 34 MMSCF/D. Later, the clamp-on meter’s stability was monitored for one-and-one-half hours, and then the flow rate was varied to test the clamp-on meter’s response. In all tests, the clamp-on meter closely tracked the field orifice meter (see Figure 3).

Calibrating the Meter

To determine the accuracy of the device compared to that of a reference meter, a calibration of two DigitalFlow GC868 flowmeters was scheduled at the GTI Metering Research Facility at the Southwest Research Institute (SwRI) for the week of May 21, 2001. The two me-
Performance Specifications

Performance specifications have been derived from data obtained during beta testing and calibration runs. The stated accuracy specification of the meter is: above 5.5 feet per second velocity, ±2 percent of volumetric flow reading for single-path installations and ±1.4 percent of volumetric flow reading for two-path installations, with a time averaged accuracy of ±1 percent of reading. The repeatability specification is ±0.2 to ±0.5 percent of reading. Minimum required gas pressure depends on pipe size and fluid density. For example, 90 psig is the minimum pressure requirement for instrument air in a 6-inch carbon steel pipeline. The meter will operate on unlined pipes of all metal and plastic materials, from 3- to 36-inches in diameter. The temperature range for the transducers is –40°F to 300°F. Tests are now underway at up to 450°F.
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Until now, clamp-on flow metering was limited to liquids. Many thought it was impossible for gases. Existing methods couldn’t be used, so through extensive research...

**PANAMETRICS DEVELOPED NEW, ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY TO CONQUER THE OBSTACLES.**

Use the new DigitalFlow GC868 Flowmeter for air, hydrogen or natural gas at high or low pressure in pipes of nearly any material including metal. Use it for erosive, corrosive, toxic, high purity or sterile gases, or anywhere there is a reason not to break the pipe wall boundary.

**ACCURACY OF THE DIGITALFLOW GC868 IS SUPERB AT BETTER THAN ±2% OF READING AND ±1% OF READING WITH TIME AVERAGING. REPEATABILITY IS ±0.5%.**

All the benefits of clamp-on ultrasonic flow metering are now available for gas measurement. The DigitalFlow GC868 Flowmeter significantly reduces installation costs with no pipe wall penetration or wetted parts. It causes no pressure drop and requires no regular maintenance.

**ONCE AGAIN, PANAMETRICS’ ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY MEANS MORE PERFORMANCE AND VALUE.**